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Abstract: Fault tolerance is a paradigm for providing high availability in a computerized system where application services are
replicated to multiple nodes. The paradigm is widely used in a cloud computing environment where users may benefit from automatic
backup when an application such as a clinic support system is deployed in the cloud. However, applications residing in premises such
as small clinics are still prone to an outage and would require certain time with human involvement when performing recovery. Thus,
this research aims to provide a prototype of a backup mechanism for a health system residing in-premise of a clinic. The study will
also act as a feasibility investigation of fault tolerance mechanism in edge of network where we proposed the use of fog computing
model that acts as middleware for detecting and failover solution when an outage has temporarily occurred. The middleware will
perform failure detection through heartbeat and replicate the services at the same time. When an outage is detected, the middleware
will take over as a secondary service provider to ensure applications may be used seamlessly. There are four test simulations for testing
the proposed mechanism where three has shown successful recovery actions and only one fail test case due to limitation at the client side.
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1. Introduction
The computer system needs to ensure three security

elements consisting of Confidentiality, Integrity and Avail-
ability (CIA) [1] when providing services to end users. The
term high availability is part of the Availability element
where the system needs to provide 99.999% uptime [2], [3]
known as the five nine. The availability of the system to end
users may differ due to many factors. As for the reason, it
is a challenge for software and system providers to meet
the Service Level Agreement (SLA) in term of availability.
In critical sectors such as health care, the availability of
the computerized system is crucial to provide seamless
information so that medical personnel could respond to
patient accurately when giving treatment.

Many software providers preferably deploy the applica-
tions on the cloud as a popular solution as cloud providers
could take care of the infrastructure and availability. The
cloud architecture however would require internet connec-
tivity for end users to access the applications. This, however,
has created specific issues such as network attacks [4],
performance delay [5] and expensive subscription service
when using the cloud provision [5], [6], [7]. As for the
reasons, some solution providers are looking an opt to
deploy their application closer to users such as in-premise

server deployment. The term closer to users are associated
with fog computing [8], [9] where the machine or devices
are located at the edge of network [10] isolated from the
cloud computing architecture. Together with the implemen-
tation of cloud computing, it will act as a supplementary to
the computer system in an event of cloud failure, the fog
computing may continuously provide alternative services to
the end users.

In ensuring seamless application services running, cloud
computing technology has implemented several measures
in providing high availability. In general, there are three
mechanisms as mentioned by [1]: Fault Tolerance, Protec-
tive Redundancy and Overload Protection, which will be
explained in detailed in the next section. Even though cloud
providers implement all the mechanisms, the outage would
still occur unexpectedly, causing interruptions to hundreds
of back-end service operations. In addition, for applications
running internally within an organization, they would not be
able to take the benefit of the cloud and need to set up their
own backup and secondary server.

In order to maximize the uptime and utilizing existing
resources, middleware applications are used to assist and
reuse the current software architecture deployment [11]. The
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middleware is beneficial for cloud architecture where it may
interact and integrate with various platform to apply the
fault tolerant mechanisms [12]. Through middleware, the
replication strategy can be implemented into different cloud
providers where the transition between different cloud is
faster with the use of middleware.

In the next section, the paper will discuss the literature
review of related research projects including fault toler-
ant and recovery techniques. In Section 3, the research
methodology will be explained where the proposed method
is composed into failure detection, service replication and
the switching over to delegate failed service. The result
and discussion based on the simulation are explained on
Section 4, followed by conclusion and future work in the
last section.

2. RelatedWorks
Cloud computing is widely used nowadays as the pop-

ularity and advancement of internet connectivity and the
wide use of computerized devices. Mobile phones, small
peripherals including Internet of Things rely heavily on
the internet to connect to the cloud. As for the reason,
software providers prefer to deploy software services, es-
pecially back-end services such as web services on the
cloud servers. The term cloud computing is referred to as
a pool of computerized system resources [13] that are used
by end-users regardless of different operating system and
hardware devices. With cross-platform and less dependency
on hardware-centric, cloud computing able to integrate and
exchange communication between multiple devices.

The cloud services are also considered as distributed
computing [14] which consist of categories, namely as In-
frastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (Paas)
and Software as a Service (Saas) [1], [14], [15]. These
services have different characteristics in providing daily
business activities and operation. As mention by [1], the
SaaS cloud provides a complete and ready to use application
for end-users where users may buy the services according
to subscription such as Dropbox, Netflix and Office 365. On
the other hand, the PaaS focuses on deploying end-user’s
solution through a semi-complete and less hectic server
setup. In contrast, the IaaS provides virtual or hardware
resources, including network connectivity collaboration be-
tween different geographical location. With different scope
of services, users of all levels may flexibly customize their
cloud subscriptions based on their requirements and budget.

Despite the fact that the benefit of cloud computing
has to offer, the cloud still prone to some issues that users
may need to consider. Research done by [5], mentions the
latency issues that suffer from geographically distributed
cloud servers as the users are physically located far from
the servers. This means that the further the users are located,
the longer the time would be needed for the service to
acknowledge and provide the service. Consecutively, this
explains the need for the users to specify which location
they would prefer to access the service especially during

downloading files from server. Although the cloud archi-
tecture has implemented certain high availability mecha-
nism, there is unexpected downtime that experience by
certain cloud providers [12]. It was reported that even the
renowned cloud provider such as Amazon EC2 and Google
Cloud Platform also suffers from sudden outage that would
impact high cost to the end users [12]. Additionally, the
situations are worsened if the applications hosted on the
cloud require real-time respond which need low latency
and high availability of service [16] such as providing
service related to financial and health care. Any latency or
outage of service would have huge impact and loss to the
involved users. In ensuring high availability and seamless
operation of service at the application layer, some software
providers make use of agent and middleware [17], [18]
for integrating the service among different cloud providers.
However, some cloud providers do not provide platform and
features for implementing the middleware making the high
availability mechanism limited to the cloud layer. As the
cloud computing progress to suit the users demand, the fog
computing also emerged as a supplementary to the cloud
infrastructure. The term fog is viewed as mass of devices
ranging from mobile phones, small peripherals and sensors
[19] connected through certain protocols. As reviewed by
[20], [21] the fog computing is another paradigm of com-
puting where the logical process such as data collection,
calculation, analysis and decision making are executed by
devices residing at the edge of network instead of the cloud.
All the devices are capable to perform tasks starting from
data collection, storing into database and other tasks with
minimal dependency from the central or cloud servers. To
help visualize the role of fog computing, the Figure 1 show
how the fog devices residing in edge of network correlating
between application and cloud servers. This proves to be
helpful and beneficial in term of latency, better real time
response and independent from the internet [20].

In fact, the usage of fog devices such as sensors devices
for healthcare usage would bring more flexibility and advan-
tages such as portability and real time processing [21], [22]
as they are closer and can be attached directly to patients.
This is crucial for patients that require constant monitoring
and elderly citizens that lives away from relatives and
medical personnel. In the event of emergency occurrences,
the IoT fog devices may trigger notifications and alerting
emergency responses to the relatives. Additionally, fog de-
vices may also help to observe and perform data collections
among patients with better latency.

In term of connectivity, the fog devices are able to per-
form without internet connection and capable to work solely
[21], [23] without depending on cloud centralized servers.
This proves to be beneficial for remote clinics or health
centres that are isolated and require offline processing rather
than depending on centralized cloud servers that need stable
internet connectivity. The fog devices however, are still
suffers from some issues and challenges especially related
to the limited power supplies and resources capabilities
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Figure 1. Role of fog layer

[19], [21], [24] which is not at the same par with cloud
resources. Moreover, deploying healthcare application on
isolated clinics and health centres on single host node as
a server is prone to downtime and service interruptions as
fault tolerance mechanisms have to be manually imposed at
the surrounding environment. This eventually would make
deployment expensive and hard to be maintained in the
future. In addition, there are many remote clinics are in
small size organization and does not have dedicated staff
for managing the infrastructure.

In order to ensure the high availability of services,
many IT providers would implement certain mechanisms.
According to [1], the availability mechanisms namely fault
tolerance, protective redundancy and overload protection are
widely implemented in cloud environment. These mech-
anisms are very suitable for clouds as the resources and
hardware capabilities are significantly high end [7] where
the storage is massive while the processing power are
scalable. Cloud providers such as Google, Microsoft Azure
and Amazon AWS would implement all the availability
mechanisms within their data centres that are distributed
around the world which mean that they have abundant
of resources to spare promising close-to-zero downtime.
Despite the commitment to fulfilling the Service Level
Agreement (SLA), the outage of service could still happen
as reported by [25] where unexpected service downtime by
certain cloud providers has exceeded beyond the accepted

downtime. The fault tolerance is defined as the capability
of a system to continuously operate even when a fault has
occurred where it includes avoiding a failure or failure
detection before able to recover [1]. Generally, the fault
tolerance mechanisms are categorized into post active [14]
and proactive [26], [27] technique. The proactive would
mean the mechanism will take precaution measurement
before the failure occurs while the post active or reactive
method would need to take recovery action after the failure
has occurred.

In order to execute the proactive measurement, the infor-
mation regarding the resources is needed such as resource
consumption and utilization from previous history where
the record is modelled [14], [28] to predict when will the
next downtime is expected to occur. Besides prediction, the
proactive also involve taking preventative actions such as
rebooting and restarting operating system and application
services [29] to prevent system aging which can lead to
application failure when the resources are not freed up.
These proactive measurements however still suffer from
downtime as rebooting the operating system and services
would take some time [30], [29] to get back up and
running especially for big data centres where rebooting
the entire systems at the same time is not an effective
method. Additionally, modelling and prediction also prone
to false positive detection and inaccurate estimation [14]
which require deep and more knowledge about the node
task activities and resource utilization.

On the other hand, the post active measurement would
need to continuously monitor the remote node for any
failure by implementing certain such as heartbeat and
watch dog timer [28]. Through this technique, a signal
is continuously sent to the monitored node which then
listened for response from the monitored node. Once the
monitored node is not responding to the signal, a failure
is indicated and may trigger to perform recovery actions.
Since it requires seamless monitoring, this is very costly in
term of resources as additional computational overhead is
incurred [14]. The recovery actions would need to redirect
or provide secondary service provider which is also known
as switchover or protective redundancy where another node
will act as a backup [7], [31] to take over from the
failed node. For application-based fault tolerance, in case
of failure occurrence the software provider could employ
Roll-Back and Roll-Forward mechanism [1] as part of post
active measurement. These would involve in saving the state
of application to a save point [27] especially related to data
that is stored in database. Whenever the data is corrupted
or missing, the application can change back to the saved
point to recover the application from failure.

Under the protective redundancy mechanism, there are
several models that can be implemented namely 2N, N+M,
N-Way and N-Way Active [1]. Here the models would refer
to the number of replications that will be created to serve as
backup node where the backup would be scattered around
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either within same or different geographical place. The N
indicates the redundant element or replicated node that acts
as standby while the M is the active node providing the
primary services. According to [1], the 2N model will be
having two nodes or elements where one will provide main
services while the other element will act as standby node,
this way when the main node has failed, the standby node
will take over to provide the required services. On the other
hand, the N+M model will create standby node depending
on the number of main nodes and the standby node must
be more than the main node as the main idea is to provide
multiple geographically different standby node [14]. In the
event of natural disaster such as earthquake and flood, the
services can be redirected to another location. Contrarily,
the N-Way model would also require the redundant node to
provide some services instead of just standing by awaiting
to take over the main node. This eventually, will optimize
the resources and able to balance the task load between
main node and replicated nodes. Similarly, the N-Way
Active model also make all the available node as the main
node which protect each other and provide all the required
services. In other words, there is no standby node as all the
nodes are actively providing services to the end client.

From the high availability mechanisms, some re-
searchers have combined the methods such as [2], [3], [5]
where they utilized the redundancy model together with
switchover technique. They applied several devices or nodes
as a backup that replicate with the main node and standby
to switchover when failure has occurred. These research
however only targeted on the cloud that has the features
for fault tolerant mechanism. In term of software failure,
there are researchers who have proposed the implementation
of rejuvenation technique [29], [30]. The technique is part
of proactive measurement where it would estimate the
next failure occurrence and then prevent the failure from
happening or reduce the time of recovery through several
countermeasures such as restarting services and mitigating
to other standby node. The Table I summarizes the related
works in the field of high availability technique.

In a research done by [33] where the researcher makes
use of fog devices to migrate task from cloud server to
fog devices. The technique utilized the Docker technology
together with the integration with Amazon Web Service
(AWS) to implement the switchover mechanism. Based
on the Amazon cloud service, application would be trans-
ferred to the fog devices on the edge on network when
failure has occurred. The technique however, still suffer
from latency and migrating the whole tasks to fog device
would eventually slow down task processing since the fog
device resources are not at the same par with the Amazon
AWS cloud. Furthermore, it is not applicable for private
cloud that has its own infrastructure that differs from the
Amazon AWS. Moreover, the technique requires the use of
containerization technology in order to migrate and delegate
the task to fog device which is not applicable for a common
web-based application host on private cloud.

Another research that also make benefit of fog com-
puting where the research implement switchover technique
to nearest fog devices at the edge of network [23]. The
researcher main objective is to predict and determine which
nodes that suitable to take over tasks in order to reduce
network traffic and bandwidth. Thus, the closest fog devices
between users and main source are the main concern of the
research. In the other words, the research does not focus on
improving high availability mechanism between fog device
and cloud.

Based on the discussed mechanism, the suitable tech-
nique to be implemented in this research is the post active
with the combination of fault tolerance and failure detection
by using heartbeat signal listener. This is because, for the
clinic support system, the end users who are residing at the
edge of the network are prone to connectivity failure and
unable to access the required services due to application
failure when performing daily tasks. For this reason, the
research aim is to provide high availability services by
utilizing fog devices residing on the edge of network.
Further discussion on the implementation will be explained
in the next section.

3. Methodology
In this research, there are three proposed modules:

failure detection, service replication and task offloading to
secondary backup node, as depicted in Figure 2. The first
action before applying failover solution is to identify failure
occurrences with minimal false positive correctly. At the
same time, another dedicated machine or node is configured
to become the redundant elements which is called the cloned
fog device. The last module is the switchover or offloading
the services to the cloned fog devices which resides closer to
end users located in a clinic. Here, the proposed components
are installed on a dedicated fog device called Raspberry
Pi 4 residing at the same network within a health centre.
The fog device has a resource specification of 2 gigabytes
of memory and extended storage of 128 gigabytes of hard
disk storage which is enough to store cloned data for small
application.

A. Failure Detection Module
In this module, the failure detection is implemented

based on the heartbeat technique [27]. The module will
keep on listening to the main cloud server by continuously
sending periodic signals and awaiting response. The module
is written in Python script which points to the main cloud
server address. Here the heartbeat listener will keep on
running and trigger the signal for every 5 seconds executed
by cron script that is available by the Raspbian operating
system of the Raspberry Pi.

B. Redundancy and Replication of Services
The second module is the replication of services that

mirrored to the central cloud server. However, due to the
constraint of storage and memory resources by the Rasp-
berry Pi device, only essential services are replicated in the
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TABLE I. Summary of Related Works

Research Article Used Technique Targeted Platform Failure Level

[5] Redundancy Model + Failover Cloud Cloud
[23] Switchover Fog/Edge None
[29] Failover + Rejuvenation Single Node Application
[30] Failover + Rejuvenation Cloud Application
[12] Redundancy Model Cloud Cloud
[32] Redundancy Model Cloud Microservice
[15] Redundancy + Roll Back Virtual Machine Virtual Machine
[33] Switchover + Redundancy Fog/Edge Application
[2] Switchover + Redundancy Cloud Cloud
[3] Switchover + Redundancy Cloud Virtual Machine

Figure 2. The proposed components

device. Here, the replicated services are the Apache Tomcat
service for running back-end application, the MySQL ser-
vice for providing database and the Clinic Support System,
a Java Swing application that runs on the Apache Tomcat.
The installed service acts as cold standby which means end
users do not access the fog device as primary source instead
it would only be accessed when an outage has occurred at
the central server. In order to ensure that the data is up
to date with the centralized server, the MySQL database
is synchronized by enabling data mirroring feature. The
replication process follows the generic algorithm as shown
in Algorithm 1 where it is necessary to have both central
server and fog device address in the middleware program
written in Python. Based on the respond from the central
server as output, the program will determine the next action
to be taken. Generally, there are two output condition,
first if the respond is false, then the fog address will be
changed to become similar with the central server address.
Secondly, if the respond is true meaning that the central
server is accessible, then the middleware program will try
to obtain the latest data and backend services from the
central server by invoking the method fnUpdateServices
and fnFetchData

Algorithm 1: Example code
Input: CentralServerAddress,FogAddress
Output: CentralServerRespond

1 CentralServerRespond ← f nS endHeartbeatMsg
2 if CentralServerRespond == false then
3 FogAddress ← CentralS erverAddress

4 else if CentralServerRespond == true then
5 fnUpdateServices
6 fnFetchData

C. Switchover and Offloading Task
Since the Raspberry Pi is a cold standby node, it also

known as a slave node that waits to take over from the
central server that is the master node. Here, we proposed
that both the master and the slave have their own dedicated
static IP address rather than dynamic address so that it
would be easier to switch the address in the event of failure
occurrences. When the heartbeat has triggered the failure
connectivity, the IP address of the slave will switch to
be the same as the master’s IP address. This way, end-
users would not notice service interruption and access the
clinic support system seamlessly as the desktop application
has resolved the inaccessible address. The same Python
middleware program is used where it executes the process
for switchover and offloading task following the Algorithm
2. The program requires the heartbeat respond as an input
and later change the services required to be run on the fog
device as output. Conditionally, if the heartbeat respond
is false, then the program will automatically start all the
required services on the fog device. At the same time,
the heartbeat message is continuously sent by invoking
fnSendHeartbeatMsg to lookup for central server in case
the server has been recovered. Later, when the respond is
equal to true, indicating that the central server has been
recovered, the services on the fog device is turn down to
conserve resources so that other process such as data and
service replication can utilize the resources needed.
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Figure 3. Device connected within same local area netwprk(LAN)

Algorithm 2: Example code
Input: HeartbeatRespond
Output: FogDeviceService

1 HeartbeatRespond ←fnSendHeartbeatMsg
2 if CentralServerRespond == false then
3 FogDeviceS ervice← UP

4 else if CentralServerRespond == true then
5 FogDeviceS ervice← DOWN

4. Simulation and Result
From the proposed methodology, the environment takes

place in a private health centre where it simulates the
edge of the network that has separated network architecture
compared to the central cloud server. The fog device is
placed within the health centre that belongs to the same
network segment with other devices attached to a single
switch as depicted in Figure 3.

From the environmental setup, few simulations are exe-
cuted for testing out the feasibility of the proposed solution.
The first simulation case is when the network connectivity is
disconnected at the switch level. The following simulation
would be disabling the network adapter card at the central
server to mimic that the server is experiencing failure. Then,
the application services are stopped but the network connec-
tivity is enabled. The application services that are stopped
are Apache, MySQL and a Java backend service. These are
the core services needed to enable the clinic support system
as whole complete package for a web application. Also, we
will try to disable the network adapters at one of the end-
users’ computers. We will also monitor the data integrity to
ensure that information is up to date with the master node.

Here, other devices such as desktops and tablets would
connect to the same switch. When network outage has
occurred, other devices are isolated but still connected as
a single local area network (LAN) which means all the
devices can communicate with each other. The simulation
of failure is done by disconnecting the switch connection
towards the central main server which is similar to the
situation where the network has failed or that internet
connectivity is unavailable.

Figure 4. Proposed Process Flow

Based on the process flow shown in Figure 6, the
heartbeat signals are sent to the central server every 5
seconds and wait for a respond. At the same time if the
signal is acknowledged, the fog device will perform data
synchronization to update its local database. The data in
central server is massive with more than 10 gigabytes of
data, thus in order to avoid unnecessary synchronization
and avoid network congestion, the synchronization only
executed when the binary log is different between the master
and slave. A difference in the binary log would indicate that
the data has changed, and only certain data is passed to the
slave rather than passing the whole database.

On the other hand, if the heartbeat is not getting any
respond from the central server, the fog device that act as
slave will change its IP address to become similar with
the central server. In this simulation, initially the central
server has address of 10.102.100.100 while the fog device
has address of 10.102.100.102 as depicts in Figure 5. When
outage occurred, the fog device address change to become
10.102.100.100 as visualize in Figure 6. By swapping the
address, the clinic support system desktop application will
automatically refer the tasks and services to the fog devices
without having to manually redirect or change service
provider for every device in the same network segment.

During the outage, the fog device will keep on sending
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Figure 5. IP address configuration during uptime

Figure 6. IP address configuration during network failure

heartbeat signal to the central main server and when the
network has re-established, the fog device will quickly swap
back to its original IP address to avoid address conflict. All
the devices will now point to the central main server and
the fog device will become the slave node performing cold
standby which continue to monitor central main server for
any outage by sending heartbeat signal.

A. Result and Analysis
In this subsection, the simulation result will be presented

based on the simulation test cases. The result is based
on time to recover from failure upon disconnection of
the switch from the internet source, which is the pri-
mary connection to the central server. Here we record the
downtime and the time taken to recover until three trials
to observe the recovery consistency and the results are
shown in Table II. The recovery time taken is recorded by
the fog device which is based on the connection to the
neighbouring devices when failure has occurred. Figure 7
shows the graphical presentation of the simulation result,
indicating that each test has almost similar recovery times
with the only deviation of less than one second. Another
measurement metric that is taken into consideration is the
time taken by application users to gain access after network
failure occurrences, where the time is recorded by the Clinic
Support System when it has detected inaccessible back-end
service to the main cloud server. The recovery time taken
is calculated based on the given formula [34], [27]:

RecoveryT imeTaken = TimeRecovered − TimeDetected
(1)

From the several simulation tests, the result is shown
in Table III. From four of test case, only one failed which
is the failure at the end user level where the network card
has been disabled. However, the failure is not occurring on
other devices thus, the application may be still accessible.
Currently, failure by the end-user itself is beyond the
research scope, but it is vital to take note that future research

TABLE II. Simulation result based on failure condition

No of trial Recovery Time
Taken(seconds)

Time for
application
to gain Ac-
cess(seconds)

First 5.1 4.3
Second 5.5 6.1
Third 5.3 4.8

Figure 7. Time taken to recover based on three trials

may open to resolve.

It is also observed that the time taken for the application
to recover is slightly different from the time taken to recover
by the fog device. This might be due to the back-end
application programming interface (API) call by the Clinic
Support System restricted and random by the Java library.
Furthermore, optimizing the application for faster service
recovery is beyond our research scope.

5. Conclusion and FutureWork
In this research, we have proposed the utilization of

Raspberry Pi as fog devices to provide fault tolerance
mechanism in a health centre environment where the device
acts as cold standby as part of redundancy element. From
the simulation, the proposed method has proven that the
fog device is capable of providing backup service whenever
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TABLE III. Test Cases and Result

Failure Test Case Failure Simulation Result

Switch Disconnect cable at
switch

Pass

Server Disabled network
card

Pass

Application Stop app services Pass
End Users Disable network card Failed

a network segment is experiencing connectivity downtime.
Additionally, the proposed method would be beneficial to
be implemented in the edge of network where internet
connectivity is an issue.

Despite the advantages that, the proposed method has
some issues that need to be resolved. It is known that fog
devices are limited in term of resources which is not at the
same par with cloud server resources [33], [35], [36]. As
for the reason, the proposed method would need certain
services to be installed and running on the fog device.
The limitation of storage also hinders the fog device from
storing gigantic database and would need data optimization
or meticulous data selection before storing into the fog
device. In term of fault tolerance, the proposed method is
limited to provide recovery for desktop application and does
not cater the domain name as well as dynamic address for
more flexible IP address assignation. For future work, we
aim to provide more supple and wider application that can
be protected from failure.
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